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Aero Tech

Aerial Services Based in New Mexico

By Tania Privette

nance and support, pest eradication, animal capture, forest
protection, aerial surveys, and aviation services for film production to name just a few. Ted will be the first to tell you that
getting to this point wasn’t easy.
Ted began flying at the age of 11, and sprayed his first field
at the age of 14. While in Pennsylvania in 1989, Ted was
flying lead in a two-airplane formation low in a valley on a
Gypsy Moth contract and his plane caught a transmission
line. Ted said the pilot in the other plane tells the story like
this: “He said my airplane started disintegrating, right before
his eyes. First a section of the tail, then wing and the next
thing he knew, there was a fireball on the cliff of the valley.”
With burns on over 70% of his body, Ted spent the next one
year and three months in the hospital recovering. Ted recalls
that up to this point the mainstay of the business had become pest eradication for the federal government. As he was
recovering, Ted began rebuilding the business and adding
additional services.
Aero Tech next started aerial firefighting, which in turn led to
the reclamation and hydro-mulching aspect of their business.
Over the years they have logged thousands of hours providing defense against wildfires throughout the US. Aero Tech is
one of the few aviation companies providing its own firefighting task force of carded air-tactical pilots, single engine
air tankers and medium size helicopters, and was the first to
use fixed-wing aircraft for the emergency fire reclamations
services. After a fire, burned areas are at risk of flooding,
landslides and topsoil erosions. Aero Tech offers rapidresponse aerial hydro-mulching and hydro-seeding to mitigate problems and preserve a healthy landscape. One such
example was the Cerro Grande fire near Los Alamos, NM.
With the use of single-engine air tankers, they distributed
about seven million gallons of reseeding mixture and hydromulch in just 25 days.

Determined. Pioneers. These two words aptly describe the
three generations of ag related aerial services provided by
the Stallings and their company Aero Tech. The aerial services began in the 1960s by Chuck Stallings as a service to
farmers and ranchers for aerial crop dusting and fertilizing.
Chuck’s son, Ted, bought the business from his father in the
mid-1980s and relocated the headquarters to Clovis, NM in
1998. The business has grown significantly over the years,
with projects around the world, bases in three states (New
Mexico, Alaska, and Arkansas) and services that now include
When looking at how Aero Tech is involved with agriculture,
firefighting, fire control and reclamation, wind turbine mainte-
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one finds that they work with pilots,
biologists, veterinarians and animal
handlers for wildlife and/or livestock
management. They are one of the
largest fertilizer applicator companies
covering thousands of acres each
year for timber, crops, rangeland,
and other ag operations. They apply
insect, mosquito, pest control as well
as brush and noxious weed control.
They work to protect the forest preserves and are often used to monitor
the health and growth of those forests. With their helicopters they
work with wind turbines as an effective way to inspect and maintain wind
turbines by providing aerial delivery,
pressure washing, and lightning
strike response. There are few areas of the agricultural ters. He too sees the future as bright and looks forward
industry that Aero Tech doesn’t touch.
to continuing the tradition of expanding the business and
continuing to serve others as time goes on.
Like father, like son, Cameron has continued the family
tradition as a third generation pilot. Cameron serves as
Vice-President and Chief Pilot of Aero Tech. He started
loading the airplanes and helicopters before his teen
years. He soloed at 16 and obtained his private-pilot certificate at 17. By the time he was 19 Cameron was able
to fly helicopters and had obtained his commercial pilot
certificate. Cameron could often be found instructing
others in helicopters and then moved to wildlife surveys
and ultimately he was carded to fight fires with helicop-

Working with Farm Credit of New Mexico since 2013, the
Stallings feel that a big part of their success is their simple belief that “Customer Service is “Priority One””. “At
Aero Tech we go out of our way to ensure every client
need is met.”
Some content from this are article was provided by AgAir
Update.

Workers Compensation
The New Mexico Supreme Court ruled declaring the agri- The good news is that, the Supreme Court ruled that the
cultural exemption that has been in place for 80 years to law will NOT be enforced retroactively as the lower court
be unconstitutional.
ruled (with the exception of the two cases from the initial
suit.)
What does this mean for producers? According to the
workers compensation administration, if you employ We encourage everyone to look in to what type of insurmore than three people, even if they are family members ance they may now be required to carry.
or part-time workers, you are required to carry workers
compensation insurance.
If you have questions please contact Trey Flynt, Bureau
Chief for Employer Compliance at 505-841-6851.

Kelsey Curley

Ag Youth Becomes FCNM Employee
Kelsey Curley grew up on her family’s farm in
Northeastern Colorado where they currently grow alfalfa
hay, dryland wheat, and raise registered Suffolk breeding
sheep. Her family has been long time borrowers with
Premier Farm Credit in Fort Morgan, CO. Kelsey grew up
with a passion for agriculture and from an early age she
was helping with chores, lambing, and everything else
around the farm. She began 4-H as soon as she possibly
could and eventually joined FFA in high school, over the
years showing everything from sheep, goats, pigs and

By Becky Wright

rabbits to completing photography and sewing projects.
Knowing she wanted to continue in agriculture Kelsey
decided to attend Colorado State University where she
received her B.S. in Agricultural Business. For a summer
internship she had the opportunity to work for Farm
Credit of Southern Colorado “I had grown up knowing
about Farm Credit and had been involved in the Farm
Credit Student Board at CSU and knew it was a company
I definitely wanted to know more about.” In the summer
of 2012 Kelsey began looking for jobs in
Albuquerque, NM where her husband had found a
job out of college the year before. “I was so excited
to be able to get a job at a company I knew would
be great to work for and was rooted in Agriculture in
a location where there were not as many
agricultural opportunities.”
“Working for Farm Credit of New Mexico for the
past four years has been a great experience. I love
the people I work with every day and have enjoyed
getting to learn more about agriculture in New
Mexico and across the country.”

Kelsey and Tyler Curley

ACH Rule Changes
The National Clearing House Association (NACHA) is the
governing body for setting standards for how ACH transactions clear and settle within the ACH network. Historically, ACH transactions settled on a next-day basis. This
meant that if a company sent an ACH transaction to your
account today, you would have access to those funds
tomorrow.
Beginning September 23, 2016, NACHA adopted a Rule
change which requires receiving financial institutions of
ACH transactions to process and settle “same day ACH”
transactions on the day they are received. This new Rule
is limited to ACH transactions under $25,000.
What that means to you is if you receive an ACH transaction directly to your loan account, depending on the tim-

ing of the ACH receipt, you will see the transaction post
in the morning or in the afternoon same day. Currently
an incoming ACH transaction is not credited until next
day. After September 23, 2016, any incoming ACH transaction will be credited same day.
The new Rule Change of same day ACH transactions are
limited to credit payments under $25,000, and are based
on the settlement date (same day or next day) chosen by
the sender (originator) of the transaction.
There is no change to an outgoing ACH transaction you
originate. At this time, same day ACH is not being offered
for an outgoing ACH transaction.
If you have any questions, please call your local branch.

Dwain Nunez

Marking Time and Making Plans

By Larry Williamson

Retiring after almost 26 years of service to Farm Credit of years after helping place a permanent manager in the
New Mexico, its customers and employees.
Tucumcari office in 2006. FCNM moved its joint
Albuquerque Branch and Administrative offices to the
Do you remember where you were location we occupy today in 2008 and Dwain was then
Monday, May 13, 1991? Probably promoted to Chief Credit Officer. In July of the next year,
nowhere of great significance, unless, Dwain pulled up roots again, moving to Roswell to fill an
for example, you were returning from on-site management need at that location. A month shy
the first Gulf War. But if you worked of two full years in Roswell, having need for a manager in
for Farm Credit Services of New the Albuquerque Branch, Dwain moved back to
Mexico,
Federal
Land
Bank Albuquerque where he has helped develop a cohesive
Association (FLBA), as it was known team and continue, as he has throughout his career, to
then, and you were in their Tucumcari instill his focus on building strong customer relationships,
Branch, you would have met ‘the new and in so doing has grown the volume for that Branch,
over the time when he first moved to Albuquerque in
guy’ – Dwain Nunez.
2002, from $74.0 million to over $240.0 million as of midThe rest, as they say, is history. And year 2016, which is total growth of 224.0%, compounding
what a history it’s been. Growing up annually at 10.3% per year.
in a ranching family in New Mexico
and moving extensively around the
state as a youngster, Dwain said he’d
attended more grade schools than there were grade
levels, and that he’d received high school diplomas from
two different high schools long after he graduated from
Las Cruces High School in 1977. Following High School,
and after a stint in the oil fields and other adventures,
Dwain settled into college life and on May 10, 1991, he
obtained a bachelor’s degree in accounting from Eastern
New Mexico University. While in college though, Dwain
worked for the accounting firm of R. Kelly McFarland
CPA, and at the urging of Mr. McFarland, Dwain
interviewed with Branch Manager Raymond Parker in the
Tucumcari Branch office and was hired three days after
graduating college. Things progressed quickly after that
for Dwain, as they did for the FLBA, and six years after
his hire date he was promoted to Asst. Vice President in
the Tucumcari office. Two years after that the FLBA and
Production Credit of Southern New Mexico (PCA) came
under joint management and a year later the FLBA
become a Federal Land Credit Association (FLCA) and
Dwain was promoted to Vice President . A short nine
months later the FLCA and PCA formally merged
becoming FCNM, ACA, the Association our members
and employees know today. Two years after the merger,
in 2002, Dwain moved to the Albuquerque office as a
Senior Loan Officer. And in two more years, 2004,
Dwain was promoted to Branch Manager, overseeing
both the Albuquerque and Tucumcari Branches. You’d
think by now that’s enough, but there’s more. A couple

During all this time, assisting countless
customers, adding to the success of this
Association in loan volume, as a leader
and mentor to employees, serving in any
capacity asked or required, he also
managed to raise two kids, is a
grandparent, twice, helps his wife (Diane)
with her business and keeps their two
boisterous dogs out of the neighbor’s trash
cans. Suffice it to say that over the 25
years, 7 months and 18 days from his hire
date in 1991 to his retirement date at the end of 2016,
Dwain, FCNM and the Farm Credit System have seen
many changes and enjoyed phenomenal successes, and
it’s no wonder, then, after that amount of time and
touching so many people, that you can hardly find
anyone who doesn’t know Dwain, and of those who know
him there’s none who don’t like him.
CEO, Al Porter said, “Dwain has been a great asset to
the Association and we will miss him very much. We
always knew that our customers were in good hands
when they were with Dwain because of his patience and
sensitivity to their needs. We have appreciated that
quality as well as his loyalty and willingness to accept
assignments that were often beyond his normal duties.
We will miss his commitment to excellence.” Porter
added, “I was able to award Dwain with his the Silver
Success Award this past summer for his 25 years of
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service to the Association. It was a privilege to recognize honest and fun-loving approach to life (work and
his dedication.”
personal), and for your contribution to the growth and
success of this Association which will carry on for years
So with that history, and all the activity, what’s he to do to come; we thank you. And we wish you and Diane the
for an encore – what are Dwain’s retirement plans? How best of health and happiness as you go forward.
about starting a new career, in real estate sales? Well
whatever he does, I’m confident he will not be a stranger
You will be missed.
to his FCNM family. And there’s always plenty to do in
Diane’s business, or at least to keep him out of trouble. I
don’t believe she’s going to let him “retire”.
Dwain, for the employees you have trained and
mentored, for the relationships you’ve built with
customers and business partners, many of which have
lasted throughout your FCNM career, for your sincere,

Signature Requirements

Perspective From A Producer/Employee
We at Farm Credit New Mexico want to protect our
members from ever having a signed document
considered invalid due to a signature being in question or
a non-borrower having access to funds by fraudulently
acting on a member’s loan.

By Marilyn Cannady

specific to the transactions of the borrowers with Farm
Credit of New Mexico.

Q. What can I do to protect my legal signature?
A. Be consistent with your signature. It is difficult to
compare a signature when a signature appears different
To ensure our members’ protection, all signed legal each time it is written.
documents will be authenticated against the original
signature verification on file.
Q. Is it appropriate for a notary public to notarize
documents when the person signing the documents is
Protection of your accounts is a responsibility we are not present?
A. No, the notary public must notarize the documents in
committed to uphold.
the presence of the person signing the document.

Commonly asked signature questions:
Q. Is it legal for me to sign loan documents for my
spouse?
A. No, such a signature would not be legally binding,
unless the signing spouse provided a valid Power of
Attorney. A Power of Attorney (POA) is a document that
may grant the “attorney-in-fact” or in this case the
husband or wife the legal authority to sign documents for
their spouse. Farm Credit of New Mexico legal counsel
requires that, when POA’s are used, they are very

Q. Will I be required to verify my signature if it does not
appear valid or consistent?
A. Yes. We recognize this may be an inconvenience at
times. Accepting valid a signature will ultimately ensure
the protection of your loans as well as the protection of
the assets of your Farm Credit cooperative.
Please contact your loan officer if you have
additional signature related questions. They will be
glad to assist with any questions you may have.

What’s new with the PRF program?
By Skyla Scott
In 2016, USDA’s Risk Management Agency (RMA) made
significant changes to the Pasture Rangeland and Forage
(PRF) policy. RMA has expanded the Rainfall Index (RI)
PRF program to all 48 contiguous states, including New
Mexico. The Vegetative Index (VI) program which was
previously in place, has now been discontinued.

are calculated based on their chosen coverage level and
paid automatically.

Lower Deductible: PRF insurance policies offer a much
lower deductible and a higher “per acre” coverage
compared to traditional NAP policy (Noninsured Crop
Disaster Assistance Program). Insurance is based off of
Pasture, Rangeland, and Forage insurance is a flexible 12 x 12 mile grids instead of county size.
risk management tool developed by RMA and reinsured
by the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC). The Flexible: Producers choose how many acres to insure,
Rainfall Index is based on National Oceanic and which month intervals to insure in, percentage of county
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) precipitation data for base value, and what coverage level works best for their
12 X 12 mile grids. Historic rainfall data collected since operation.
1948 is used to calculate average precipitation for each
two-month interval. Losses are calculated when rainfall in
How Farm Credit of New Mexico Can Help
the selected grid falls below normal precipitation for the
Our team of insurance specialists work diligently to listen
grid and interval. Coverage is based off of the entire grid
to the needs of our customers and ensure they clearly
and NOT individual farms or ranches.
understand the program. The extra research and support
offered by the FCNM team provides one-on-one guidance
Why Participate?
for producers. Looking at each operation individually, we
A shortage of moisture for any rancher can pose a huge will pull historical data specific to your location and
risk to their haying or grazing operation. PRF offers determine the probability of future payments. Our goal at
landowners the ability to minimize that risk and help cover Farm Credit is not to sell you a product, but help provide
costs such as extra feed or rent during these times of resources that will benefit your operation during times of
shortage. The PRF program is designed for maximum need. We strive to deliver the information and data
flexibility, by allowing farmers and ranchers to choose how needed to help you make the most informed decision
many acres and which periods of the year are most possible.
valuable to their operation. With premiums subsidized up
to 59%, the cost of the program is minimal compared to
Important Dates:
the possible return.
Sales Closing Date: November 15th, 2016
Premium Due: September 1st, 2017
Benefits of PRF
Minimal Reporting: After an individual signs up, their
paperwork is essentially done. There is no reporting or
record-keeping requirements throughout the year. Claims

Whistleblower Program
The Audit Committee of Farm Credit of New Mexico has
established a Whistleblower Program to receive anonymous and confidential reports from employees, stockholders, or vendors pertaining to fraud, inappropriate
behavior, misconduct, or unethical business practices
related to accounting, reporting accuracy, internal
controls, or auditing matters by Association employees. It

provides for the confidential, anonymous reporting of
concerns.
Reports
can
be
filed
online
at
www.ethicspoint.com or by phone at 1-866-384-4277.
Additional information is also located on the Association
website www.farmcreditnm.com under the “About Us” tab
and click on Governance.

PRF Rainfall Index

Example of PRF Rainfall Coverage

By Skyla Scott

Rancher A has a 1000 acre ranch in Lea County, used
for grazing. His ranch is located in Grid #15107 and he
has 100% share.
Policy Elections: He insures 50%, or 500 acres, in
the April/May interval and 50% in the July/August
interval. County base value (CBV) for grazing in Lea
County is $12.00. If he chooses the 85% coverage
level and 150% productivity factor ($18.00) his total
coverage per acre is $15.30.
Total Coverage per Acre:
1.5 X $12.00 (CBV) = $18.00 X .85 coverage = $15.30
Calculations: If rainfall for the grid in April/May is 50% of normal precipitation, the producer is paid as follows:
85% coverage – 50% of normal precipitation = 35%
35% diff. from normal X $18.00 = $6.30/acre
$6.30 X 500 acres = $3,150 April/May indemnity
If rainfall for the grid in July/August is 10% of normal precipitation, the producer is paid as follows:
85% coverage – 10% of normal precipitation = 75%
75% diff. from normal X $18.00 = $13.50/acre
$13.50 X 500 acres = $6,750 July/August indemnity
Total Indemnity for year = $9,900
Total Estimated Premium for year = $1,641 or $1.64/acre
Rancher A can use his annual payout of $9,900 to help cover feed costs or land rent during these times of low rainfall.
Premiums
can
vary
depending
on
coverage
levels, interval selection, and
productivity factor election.
Please contact one of our
agents today to look at your
grid’s historical data and
decide if PRF insurance will
work for your operation.
For
more
information
please contact us.
Skyla Scott

806-225-7049

Brady Reno
Kelly Pope

575-636-5728
575-644-1037

Jimmy Pachta

Young Cattle Rancher

By Becky Wright

Raising cattle is a family tradition for Jimmy Pachta.
Growing up in Torrance County, Jimmy and his brother
would frequently help their father, who owned some
cows and was also employed as a hand at a large, local
ranch. Jimmy enjoyed working with the cattle and
decided at a young age that was what he was going to
do for himself. So at the age of 14 he borrowed some
money from his great-grandmother to buy seven mother
cows from his father.

monthly payments but Farm Credit understands
agriculture and the fact that you only get paid once or
twice a year. That made it easy to present my plan and
Farm Credit be okay with it.” FCNM is looking forward to
many more years of helping Jimmy and Melody Pachta
grow.

A few years later, when Jimmy graduated from high
school, he started working at the same ranch that
employed his father. His duties at the ranch varied over
the course of the five years that he worked there, but he
always made sure to dedicate his personal time to care
for his own growing herd. In 2008, an opportunity
presented itself for Jimmy to become the manager of a
different ranch in the Encino, NM area. He was excited to
find a job where he got to work more directly with the
cattle, and he also got to run his own yearlings on the
ranch he managed.

As part of the Farm Credit System, we are committed to
providing sound and dependable credit and related
services to young, beginning and small (YBS) farmers
and ranchers. The mission of this program is to make
concerted and cooperative efforts to help this group of
borrowers enter and be successful in the agricultural
industry. A YBS producer is defined as a farmer,
rancher, or producer or harvester of aquatic products
who as of the date the loan was originally made either
was age 35 or younger; had ten years or less farming or
ranching experience; or who normally generated less
than $250 thousand in annual agricultural gross sales.

In order to expand his operation, eventually he decided
to lease some additional land. Jimmy and his wife,
Melody, approached Farm Credit of New Mexico to
discuss what kind financing options were available to
help the Pachta family increase the size of their herd.
With the help of loan officer, Paul Carrica, the Pachtas
established a line of credit under FCNM’s “Growing
Futures” loan program that offers a discounted interest
rate to young, beginning, and small farmers and
ranchers. What started as an ambitious teenager’s family
loan to buy 7 mother cows has grown into a successful
family-run business with a herd of 85 mother cows with
about 70 additional feeder steers sold every fall. The
Pachtas are also passing along the family tradition with
their 6-year-old son Trevor already helping out and their
2-year-old son Preston not far behind.

Growing Futures Loan Program

FCNM has 45 of these types of loans with loan volume of
$9.6 million as of December 31, 2015.
To ensure that credit and services offered to our YBS
farmers and ranchers are provided in a safe and sound
manner and within our risk-bearing capacity, we utilize
the

When asked if Jimmy has any advice he can pass along
to other aspiring young, beginning, or small ranchers, he
says that you’ve got to have a passion for the business
to be willing to take the ups and downs. It can be a good
life and a great way to raise a family, but the lifestyle is
getting harder and harder to get in so you have to take
advantage of opportunity when given the chance. Jimmy
also said that working with FCNM was helpful because it
was a really easy process to borrow. “Most banks want

Left: Preston, Melody, Trevor, and Jimmy Pachta

Growing Futures Loan Program
Growing Futures Loan Program. It was implemented in
2005 and it is specifically designed to help better service
this important group. The Growing Futures Loan Program
allows for special pricing and fee concessions. The
pricing concession will typically apply to variable rate
products and are only good for the first five years that the
individual borrows from the Association. After the five
years are completed, the member’s rate converts to the
normal rate for whichever risk rating level they may
qualify for. Additionally, we are actively involved in

Brady Reno

Related Services Employee

By Becky Wright
developing and sponsoring educational opportunities,
leadership training, business financial training and
insurance services for YBS farmers and ranchers.
Ask your loan officer for more information or to
recommend our services to an aspiring young, beginning,
or small producer.

By Tania Privette

Brady was involved in agriculture from the start. Coming
from a multi-generation rodeo family she was raised on a
horse. Brady also participated in 4H and FFA stock
shows and played basketball while growing up in the
small community of Silver City, NM.

to me and my family. It has opened doors and allowed
me to have experiences some dream of. It is very important to Wesley and I that we pass this way of living on
to our children. People in agriculture are definitely a minority; we count our blessings that we have had the opportunity to be involved with a group of people that are
Brady, her husband, Wesley and two kids, Bladen and topped by none, salt of the earth folks that make a huge
Weslynn Faith, now call Las Cruces, NM home. Wesley difference each day in our world.”
works as a large equipment broker and is a stock contractor for multiple rodeos all over NM, TX, & AZ. The Brady graduated from NMSU and then started teaching
Reno’s travel as a family to many rodeos each year, both 5th and 6th grade. She then obtained an insurance likids carry on the traditions of rodeo and stock showing.
cense, worked for Farm Bureau and served as the Executive Director for the Southern New Mexico State
“Agriculture has been at the heart of everything important Fair. When the opportunity came up to interview for a
position at Farm Credit, she was very excited and jumped
on the chance to work for what had a reputation of being
a wonderful company. Brady is now completing her 4 th
year at Farm Credit as a Related Services Consultant. When asked what does a Related Services Consultant do, Brady replied, “We provide life insurance, crop
insurance for variety of crops from pecans to cotton for
our farmers, as well as rainfall insurance for our ranchers. The insurance provided by the team has proven to
make a big difference when our customers need it
most. It is never good when your phone rings and a customer is faced with the unimaginable, from a death in the
family to a beautiful crop, days from harvest, gone in an
instant. These are sad days and we cannot fix the problem, but often the insurance can provide enough help
financial support to keep them going”
“I enjoy my career, coworkers, and am very fortunate to
have wonderful customers!”
Weslynn, Brady, Bladen and Wesley Reno

Farm Credit of New Mexico
PO Box 94330
Albuquerque, NM 87199

New Livestock Insurance Offerings
Your local association has partnered with The
Hartford to provide additional insurance
products at the request of our customers. The
Hartford is the premier underwriter of livestock
insurance in the U.S. and has offered this
protection since 1916.
Following is a
summary of the primary livestock offerings.
Please contact Skyla Scott, Association Sales
Consultant
at
806-225-7049
or
Skyla.scott@farmcreditnm.com
with
any
questions you might have.
Pasture Livestock: Coverage for an array of
perils including fire, hail, drowning, building
collapse, accidental shooting, attack by wild
animals, and vehicle collision.
You can
accommodate feedlot and pasture cattle on a
single policy.
Flexible deductibles are
available and the insurance pays for losses at
the current market value of the livestock at the
time of loss. An option for coverage of
animals in transit can be added, as well as an
option for high-value/registered livestock.
Visit us on the web at www.farmcreditnm.com

Pasture insurance can be purchased for
seasonal or year-round coverage.
Feedlot Insurance (Dairy or Beef): Coverage
of perils is similar to the pasture livestock
policy.
Optional coverage can include
contaminated feed, coverage in transit,
freezing
precipitation,
and
high-value
livestock.
Animal Mortality Insurance: This product is
available for high-value animals such as show
animals, horses, or high-value breeding stock.
A “limited” mortality insurance option is
available, as well as full animal mortality
coverage. Options are available for major
medical,
surgical,
and
loss-of-use
endorsements.
We are excited to bring these additional
services to our member-customers. Please let
us know if we can help you explore any of
these options.

Contact Us
Albuquerque
Administrative
(800) 451-5997
Agribusiness
(800) 451-5997
Las Cruces
(800) 755-6432
Tucumcari
(800) 824-6403
Clovis
(800) 451-5977
Roswell
(800) 451-5974
Related Services
(800) 755-6432

Join us on facebook

